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Learning

• To select mechanisms to
produce a desired output
from a given input.

• To assemble mechanical
components into a working
prototype.

• To improve the performance
of a mechanical system by
making adjustments.

Student’s book

Clutches, page 146
Brakes and governors,
page 147
Holding, supporting, attaching
and adjusting, pages 154–155
Mechanisms Chooser Chart,
pages 158–159

Timing

Part 1: 1 hour
Part 2: 1 hour
Part 3: 2 hours

Equipment and materials

For the turntable
• lengths of strip softwood

8 mm x 8 mm for
frameworks

• thin card for corner plates
• lengths of dowel 8 mm

and 5 mm diameter for
shafts and axles

• hollow plastic tube for
rollers

• mechanical components –
pulley wheels, belt drives

For sound production
• lengths of strip softwood

8 mm x 8 mm for record
arm and counterbalance

• lengths of dowel 5 mm
diameter for pivots

• access to old 78 rpm
records

• needles
• large sheets of thin paper

and card for amplifier
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Part 1 Producing a turntable
1 The input to move your turntable is rotary movement provided

by someone turning a handle. So you will need to design a
framework that achieves the following:

• supporting the turntable;
• allowing the turntable to revolve;
• supporting a belt drive mechanism that converts rotary

movement through 90°.

2 Make an annotated drawing of your design.

3 Make your design and note down any modifications necessary
to give a good performance.

Part 2 Producing and amplifying the sound
1 The bumps in the groove on the 78 rpm record make the needle

vibrate and cause sound. The needle follows the path of the
groove so it has to be able to move from the edge of the record
to the middle of the record. The sound produced is not loud
enough to be heard so you need to find a way of amplifying it.
This is often done with a large trumpet-shaped device a little
like a megaphone.

2 Make an annotated drawing of your design.

3 Make your design and try out your gramophone!

• Does it produce a sound that you can hear?
• How easy is it to get the required steady speed from the

input?

4 Note down any shortcomings in your design.
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For speed control
• square tube for sliding

shafts
• thin plywood (or

equivalent) for linkages
• softwood for governor

weights
• mechanical components –

gear wheels, plain wheels
• range of fixings – nuts and

bolts, paper fasteners,
light weight split pins

Access to
• hand drill and/or pillar drill

and drill bits
• craft knife, safety ruler,

hole punch and scissors
• coping saw or vibro saw
• tenon saw, bench hook

and bench vice
• chisels and mallet

Type of task

New

Other subjects

Science

Part 3 Controlling the speed
Your next task is to develop a way of making it easier to achieve the
correct speed.

Part 3a Through gearing

Steady, slow winding is probably easier to achieve than fast winding
at 78 rpm, so you could try building a gearbox into your transmission
system. It would need to gear up; taking an input of say 12 rpm (1 rev.
every 5 seconds) to give an output of 78 rpm. This would need a gear
ratio of 1:6.5.

Part 3b Through feedback with a governor

Another way is to limit the top speed so that no matter how fast the
input is the output never exceeds a particular speed. You can achieve
this with a governor. The illustration below shows one design
possibility, but you will probably need to adapt it to meet your
requirements. You will certainly need to adjust it to get the best
performance.

Corss-section of a mechanism




